
Green Home Systems Earns Prestigious
"Nation's Fastest Growing Solar Installation
Company" Award from Panasonic in 2023

LOS ANGELES, CA, USA, January 10,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Green

Home Systems (GHS) proudly announces its recent recognition as the "Fastest Growing Solar

Installation Company in the Nation" by Panasonic, a global leader in renewable energy

technology. This prestigious award highlights GHS's exceptional growth, unwavering
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commitment to helping

homeowners harness the

power of the sun have been

instrumental in achieving
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Barry Durand, GHS

Commercial Manager

commitment to clean energy, and dedication to providing

homeowners with top-tier solar solutions.

In a year marked by remarkable achievements and

milestones, GHS is honored to receive this accolade, which

reflects the company's steadfast pursuit of excellence in

the renewable energy sector.

Despite a challenging year in which many solar companies

reduced their activity or even closed their doors, Green

Home Systems has continued its steady progress in the

solar industry. Operating for over 10 years, the company's

management has maintained a deliberate and sustainable

growth strategy, emphasizing the importance of sound

business practices and customer satisfaction.

Panasonic's "Fastest Growing Solar Installation Company in the Nation" award celebrates GHS's

outstanding performance in 2023. As the demand for clean and sustainable energy solutions

continues to rise, GHS has demonstrated remarkable growth and innovation in the solar

installation industry.

A Testament to Commitment: This accolade not only recognizes GHS's rapid expansion but also

highlights its dedication to providing homeowners across the nation with accessible and efficient

solar solutions. GHS remains at the forefront of the solar industry, pioneering technology, and

sustainable practices while offering superior service to its customers.

This award follows GHS's recognition as an "Elite Installer" by Panasonic in the previous year. The

continued partnership and acknowledgment from Panasonic reinforce GHS's position as a

leading solar solutions provider and exemplify the company's ongoing commitment to
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excellence in the field.

"We are deeply honored to receive this

esteemed award from Panasonic," said

Barry Durand, Commercial Manager at

Green Home Systems. "Our team's

unwavering dedication to clean energy

and our commitment to helping

homeowners harness the power of the

sun have been instrumental in

achieving this recognition. We believe

that everyone deserves access to clean

and sustainable energy, and this award

reaffirms our mission to make that a

reality."

Green Home Systems remains focused

on its mission of making clean energy

accessible to all while maintaining its

commitment to innovation, customer

satisfaction, and environmental

sustainability. The company is

dedicated to pursuing even greater

heights in the renewable energy sector

in the years to come.

ABOUT PANASONIC

Founded on the philosophy that “business is ultimately for the betterment of our society,”

Panasonic understands their roles and responsibilities as a corporate citizen and the actions

they require. By harnessing the power of sustainable technology, Panasonic is engineering

solutions that will help create more perfect communities around the world.

ABOUT GREEN HOME SYSTEMS

Green Home Systems is one of the nation’s top providers of clean energy solutions, extending its

influence across 21 states. Recognized as an Enphase Gold Installer and Elite Panasonic Installer,

the company seamlessly fuses cutting-edge technology with sustainable living practices. At its

core is an innovative virtual quoting proprietary tool, connecting homeowners with local

installers and empowering informed decisions that lead to significant utility bill savings and

environmental preservation. Beyond being a leading clean energy provider, Green Home

Systems thrives on a collaborative network of over 1,000 industry professionals, fostering an

ecosystem of innovation and shared expertise. By leveraging advanced technology, the company

empowers homeowners to manage their energy consumption, ultimately reducing their carbon

footprint. Green Home Systems is more than a transformation of homes—it’s the architect of a

sustainable, high-tech future where homeowners champion clean energy adoption for a greener

planet. Explore our commitment at www.greenhomesystems.com.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/680309693

EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something

we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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